Isoluminant stimuli may not expose the full contribution of color to visual functioning: spatial contrast sensitivity measurements indicate interaction between color and luminance processing.
Visual performance is greatly impaired when tested with heterochromatic isoluminant stimuli. It is thus concluded that the chromatic system contribution to many visual tasks is limited. We suggest that unless color and luminance are shown to be processed independently, such experiments do not demonstrate shortcomings of the chromatic system but rather the inadequacy of using isoluminant stimuli for isolating that system. We hypothesize that color vision has evolved not only to encode color per se but also to enhance luminance-based visual processing, so that for color information to be fully effective, luminance as well as chromatic variations should be present in the stimulus. The hypothesis was tested by studying the contribution of color to spatial vision. The human contrast sensitivity function (CSF) was studied using luminance, isoluminance (color) and combined luminance/color sinusoidal gratings. It is found that luminance contrast sensitivity is enhanced when luminance contrast is accompanied by color contrast and vice versa. The nature of the interaction is best described by an additive single analyzer model. Color opponent cells which respond to both chromatic and achromatic stimuli may be identified as the analyzer.